ORIENTATION-BASED PAIRWISE COARSE REGISTRATION WITH MARKERLESS TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANS
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ABSTRACT:

In this paper, pairwise coarse registration is presented using real world point cloud data obtained by terrestrial laser scanner and without information on reference marker on the scene. The challenge in the data is because of multi-scanning which caused large data size in millions of points due to limited range about the scene generated from side view. Furthermore, the data have a low percentage of overlapping between two scans, and the point cloud data were acquired from structures with geometrical symmetry which leads to minimal transformation during registration process. To process the data, 3D Harris keypoint is used and coarse registration is done by Iterative Closest Point (ICP). Different sampling methods were applied in order to evaluate processing time for further analysis on different voxel grid size. Then, Root Means Squared Error (RMSE) is used to determine the accuracy of the approach and to study its relation to relative orientation of scan by pairwise registration. The results show that the grid average downsampling method gives shorter processing time with reasonable RMS error in finding the exact scan pair. It can also be seen that grid step size is having an inverse relationship with downsampling points. This setting is used to test on smaller overlapping data set of other heritage building. Evaluation on relative orientation is studied from transformation parameter for both data set, where Data set I, which higher overlapping data gives better accuracy which may be due to the small distance between the two point clouds compared to Data set II.

1. INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing has gradually been used in many applications such as in documentation of building heritage preservation. At present, Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) is preferred in this area due to its capability of acquiring details three-dimensional (3D) data in a short time (Baik, 2017)(Klapa, Mitka, & Zygmunt, 2017). TLS captures the object and the scene information in millions 3D point cloud which able to ensure the details of the building surface and its surrounding are collected. However, due to the requirement of multi-station scanning of TLS scan data, limited range about the scene generated from side view, thus cause heterogeneous in data (Che & Olsen, 2018). Hence, registration is crucial processing element attracted the interest among researchers in order to combine the entire single scan.

Consequently, the challenges in point cloud data processing could also be started as early as during the data acquisition process. Artificial marker usually involved as a reference to differentiate between scan data and provide orientation order for registration process (Tremblay & Béland, 2018). This work has some disadvantages in taking considerable time for proper arrangement to make sure each scan is having suitable overlapping vision and prevent from constellation scan. The placed marker also needs to be maintained at same position along the scanning process. In addition, data from occluded marker needs to take out at the end of data processing in the final product. Since the scanning mechanism of TLS is based on distance between the platform and the targeted object, registration of point cloud data can be solved by determining the transformation matrix, rotation and translation of the rigid body. Usually, the transformation was solved using an approach of coarse-to-fine registration. Researchers find out that the coarse registration of point cloud data can be solved by determining the transformation matrix, rotation and translation of the rigid body. Generally, the method for coarse registration involve features based on point, line or surface. The feature from the raw scene inherited from parameters such as geometrical corner or difference in intensity. Points feature usually known as keypoint are the most popular extracted feature because it produces slightly higher accuracy in coarse registration (Kobbelt & Botsch, 2004). In this work, the point feature is used for pairwise coarse registration with real world challenging data in consequence of (i) large data size with millions of points, (ii) low overlapping between two scan (around 40% only) and (iii) symmetrical geometry in scanning data representing the targeted object, i.e. the heritage building.

Therefore, in this paper, a solution using markerless is presented for coarse registration from TLS point cloud data. 3D keypoint of 3D Harris is used for two data set specifically for heritage building preservation, as the data represents real, old, aged building scene which were collected for conservation. This study is aims to evaluate (i) influence of different sampling method (random, grid average, non-uniform grid sample) related to processing time, (ii) variable of voxel grid size (0.001m, 0.025m and 0.05m) relation to accuracy of data and (iii) to study characteristic and orientation of scan effect in pairwise registration.
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2. RELATED WORK

Pairwise coarse registration contains two procedure, firstly detection of feature or keypoint and secondly aligning all those corresponding points. Here, transformation of the scan pair are critical aspect that involve suitable translation and rotation in local coordinate system (Maiseli, Gu, & Gao, 2017).

The main idea to keypoint determination in a data is based on geometric feature that having particular characteristic such as normal vector or different in intensity (Barnea & Filin, 2008). For example, normal feature was used for building extraction whereby it shows the specific direction of vector represent a corner of the surface (Du et al., 2017). Consequently, 3D Harris keypoint started to be introduced for point cloud 3D registration (Rusu, Blodow, & Beetz, 2009) due to its simplicity and generally this kind of point feature are dominant throughout the scene (Sipiran & Bustos, 2011). In this paper, the markerless pairwise coarse registration using 3D Harris keypoint is proposed. The effect of relative orientation between two scans studied to obtain behaviour of transformation parameter and the success of pairwise coarse registration.

Popular ICP algorithm usually used in initial alignment for coarse registration. Although the algorithm pursued good accuracy (Li & Chen, 2018), but the enhancement in this method using feature of keypoint has managed to increase the precision in registration between two point clouds (He, Liang, Yang, Li, & He, 2017). Furthermore, markerless registration deal with issue of finding best pairing scan orientation. Study shows that relative orientation of scan pairs using geometrical feature based are more effective although the case of low overlapping points (Brenner, Dold, & Ripperda, 2008). Therefore, utilizing keypoints for unknown orientation has managed to register point cloud automatically (Hansen, 2004). (Wang & Claus, 2008)

In this paper, the markerless pairwise coarse registration using 3D Harris keypoint is proposed. The effect of relative orientation between two scans studied to obtain behaviour of transformation parameter and the success of pairwise coarse registration.

3. METHODOLOGY

Registration of point cloud is almost the same process as in image processing. Both are utilizing feature extraction and for 3D point cloud, keypoint is used (Barnea & Filin, 2008). This work focused on the heritage building which represents the object of interest in the scene. Fig. 1 shows the point-based registration process which contains element as follows:

- Two raw point cloud data was applied for downsampling using either grid average, random sampling or non-uniform grid sample method, to reduce the data while preserving the distribution of point cloud. 3D Harris keypoint is then extracted from normal vector of the point.
- After downsampling, a fixed point cloud is used as a source scan, then registered with moving point cloud as target using ICP algorithm. Here, the transformation matrix shows rotation and translation using quaternion orientation in order to get the output.
- Initial alignment by ICP coarse registration then merged as registered pairwise of point cloud and the accuracy is studied by the root means squared error, RMSE.
- Relative orientation in terms of transformation matrix is then evaluated regarding the success registration of point cloud shown from the plot of two point cloud data.

Point cloud data from TLS can be registered automatically through finding of transformation matrix between corresponding point (Corina Daniela Păun, Valeria Ersilia Oniga, 2017). Relative orientation transform object to coordinate system by preserving their parameter of rotation angle and translation at x, y, z axes is given as Equation (1):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z
\end{bmatrix} = \lambda R_{\text{kp}} \begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} + 
\begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
z_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(1)

Where \[\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix}^T\] is the coordinate of raw point cloud 

\[\lambda = \text{scalar matrix}
\]

\[R_{\text{kp}} = \text{angle of rotation for } R_2(\phi), R_Y(\psi), \]

\[R_X(\omega) \text{ about } x, y, z \text{ axes respectively}
\]

\[\begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
z_0
\end{bmatrix} = \text{translation of point cloud at } x, y, z \text{ axes respectively}
\]

The rotation matrix is orthogonal, thus condition for all points to match their nearest neighbour is given by the scalar as in Equation (2):

\[R^T R = I_n, \quad \text{dist}(R) = +1\]

(2)

In addition, R is calculated using x, y, z axes rotation angle (ω, φ, κ) respectively thus resulting as the following matrix form in Equation (3):

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos\theta & \sin\theta & 0 \\
-sin\theta & \cos\theta & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

Thus, the rotation angle from 3-dimension matrix can be determine by calculating using formulas shown in (4):

\[
\omega = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{2\phi}{\sin\theta}\right], \quad \phi = -\sin^{-1}\left[\frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_3}\right], \quad x = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_3}\right]
\]

(4)
4. KEYPOINT EXTRACTION

The point cloud data by TLS with multi scan stations holds related information points between the scans. Reducing raw point cloud to keypoint for their corresponding between moving and fixed point cloud manage for lesser data and processing time. Moreover, keypoint could also increase the possibility in matching their correspondence point (Persad & Armenakis, 2017).

Harris keypoint was implemented by (Rusu & Cousins, 2011) for 3D data processing. This feature is preferred due to its simple application based on geometrical of local normal vector within nearest neighbour (Bueno, Martínez-Sánchez, González-Jorge, & Lorenzo, 2016). In a way to extract keypoint, the raw point cloud was minimized using voxel grid sampling to achieve the regular array of data. This downsampling method using centroid is able to preserve actual representation of the point cloud. Fig. 2 shows the raw point cloud and its keypoint representative.

5. EXPERIMENTS

The parameters of the effect of different pairwise station is studied from orientation for a success registration. In this experiment, parameters of downsampling method and voxel grid size is evaluated using data set I (Belfry Bell Tower) and further implementation of good parameter for orientation study. By adopting the same setting parameter is continued for data set II (Tawau Lighthouse) for smaller overlapping case. The point cloud data representing the building is provided by Geodelta Systems Sdn. Bhd acquired using Leica HDS6000 TLS. The TLS is capable to scan up to 500,000 points per second and this system is equipped with a NIKON D80, 10.2 Megapixel camera.

The rigid transformation is performed in aligning the first point cloud (fixed) and second point cloud (moving) using ICP algorithm. The first point cloud used as the reference to estimate transformation to the raw second point cloud. Aligned point cloud then merged together by correspondence points based on nearest neighbour. Point-to-plane minimization error are applicable since obvious geometrical plane surface exist for a building (Grant, Bethel, & Crawford, 2012). Moreover, the coarse registration of fixed and moving point cloud enforce convergence solution to reduce the number of iteration. The successful pairwise coarse registration directly define using converge ICP result by RMSE. All experiments were conducted using MATLAB R2018b and 64 Bits Windows 10 with Intel Core i5-4200U (1.60GHz) 12 GB RAM.

5.1 Data set I (Belfry Bell Tower)

Tawau Bell Tower or also known as the Belfry is in Tawau, Sabah, and was constructed as the evidence of previous British government before Sabah became part of Malaysia. The historic building is almost 100 years old and it is the oldest monument that was safe during the Second World War. The Bell Tower was built by prison labours to remember the resolution undersigned during First World War when Japan became cronies of England. This building was refurbished by Rotary Club of Tawau and passed to Jabatan Muzium Sabah on 2006 (Ali, 2016).

Fig. 3 shows the building structure of hexagon shaped. The challenge in this data set is due to its property of geometrical symmetry and low overlapping scanning points which is ≈ 40%. The scanner located into 10 stations respectively around Bell Tower. Station one to station five (ST1 to ST5) and station six to station ten (ST6 to ST10) represents outdoor and indoor scan respectively as shown in Fig. 4. At first, ST1 and ST2 is used to evaluate downsample method and voxel grid size before moving to another combination of stations.
The raw TLS point cloud was tested with different types of sampling method (random, grid average, non-uniform grid sample) in order to find the proper setting for downsampling the points. Comparison of those methods with respect to processing time and squared distance error of registration shows the accuracy of the respective method are shown in Table 1. ICP algorithm uses minimization error of given matrix (point-to-point or point-to-plane) to minimize the distance and estimate the transformation between fixed point cloud and moving point cloud. From the results, random sampling method using point-to-point and point-to-plane matrix has long processing time but shows the relationship of grid average downsampling method in registration accuracy (Xu, Boerner, Yao, Hoegner, & Stilla, 2019). Therefore, proper registration can be done as long as there are sufficient of extracted information points (Pascal Willy Theiler, Wegner, & Schindler, 2014). Table 2 shows the relationship of grid average downsampling method with different grid size and accuracy based on squared distance, RMSE and transformation parameters. Different arrangement of scan station resulted in different overlapping point and effect on the registration error. Aligning the corresponding matching point required to encounter the orientation problem (Yamany, Farag, & Member, 2002). Therefore, it is good to learn how certain software do the selection of station for registration purpose.

### 5.3 Evaluation on relative orientation

To register two point clouds without knowledge on reference marker, manual evaluation on the effect of relative scan orientation are needed. Thus, this allow to study the pairwise coarse registration using scan pairs effect on overlapping points and accuracy based on squared distance, RMSE and transformation parameters. Different arrangement of scan station resulted in different overlapping point and effect on the registration error. Aligning the corresponding matching point required to encounter the orientation problem (Yamany, Farag, & Member, 2002). Therefore, it is good to learn how certain software do the selection of station for registration purpose.

As a start, reference station using ST1 is randomly selected as the combination towards all scan station and vice versa as shown in Table 3. The results show registration with respect one station to the other nine stations give lower average squared distance, RMSE which higher in accuracy compared to the way combination nine stations to one station. In general, relationship of one-to-many orientation are relevant compared to many-to-one orientation for this data set.

For outdoor scans, the best coarsely pair registration was ST1-ST3 as seen in Fig. 5(a) which shows success of registration with lowest squared distance, RMSE. Having small value of transformation parameter, rotation and translation lead to proper registration (Brenner et al., 2008). Although, ST4-ST1 scan pair give highest overlapping percentage, but they are located far from each other scan, thus resulting in low accuracy with high squared distance, RMSE, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Meanwhile, for indoor scans, ST8-ST1 as seen in Fig. 5(c) shows high squared distance, RMSE while station ST1-ST9 in Fig. 5(d) managed to get good alignment even the percentage of overlapping point are the lowest. The lowest overlapping point can be registered using the point cloud using approach in this paper. Therefore, the success in pairwise registration are depending to distance between scan pairs (Wang & Claus, 2008).

TLS data acquisition transform to world coordinate system on behalf of registration can be studied by attaining the transformation parameter, angle of rotation and translation. This approaches are common in remote sensing application. Object or point cloud scene propagate through their respective axis.
Table 3. Scan pairs with transformation parameter, overlapping points and Root Means Square Error (RMSE). Results for data set I using point-to-plane minimization error and 0.05m grid average downsampling method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan pairs</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (°)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (°)</th>
<th>$\kappa$ (°)</th>
<th>$T_x$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_y$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_z$ (m)</th>
<th>Overlap (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST2</td>
<td>-0.543</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
<td>-35.760</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>2.718</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
<td>42.904</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST3</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>-2.626</td>
<td>-2.317</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>38.686</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST4</td>
<td>-4.637</td>
<td>-0.520</td>
<td>44.245</td>
<td>-0.652</td>
<td>7.394</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>43.400</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST5</td>
<td>-3.086</td>
<td>-1.260</td>
<td>-50.455</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>3.320</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>41.957</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST6</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>-0.760</td>
<td>-29.323</td>
<td>-4.753</td>
<td>1.382</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>29.034</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST7</td>
<td>2.144</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>-34.770</td>
<td>-4.805</td>
<td>1.519</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>28.324</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST8</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>-32.784</td>
<td>-4.677</td>
<td>1.510</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>27.774</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST9</td>
<td>-3.105</td>
<td>-3.395</td>
<td>-8.264</td>
<td>-6.662</td>
<td>4.922</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>25.347</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1ST10</td>
<td>-3.057</td>
<td>-2.300</td>
<td>-5.539</td>
<td>-6.728</td>
<td>4.791</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>25.509</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-0.842</td>
<td>-0.675</td>
<td>-17.253</td>
<td>-3.294</td>
<td>3.092</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>33.659</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan pairs</th>
<th>$T_x$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_y$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_z$ (m)</th>
<th>Overlap (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST2ST1</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>-1.076</td>
<td>33.344</td>
<td>-1.820</td>
<td>-1.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST3ST1</td>
<td>-5.178</td>
<td>-0.593</td>
<td>13.089</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>-1.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST4ST1</td>
<td>3.988</td>
<td>-11.644</td>
<td>51.322</td>
<td>-2.197</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST5ST1</td>
<td>8.759</td>
<td>-0.746</td>
<td>-6.382</td>
<td>2.741</td>
<td>1.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6ST1</td>
<td>8.759</td>
<td>-10.350</td>
<td>61.886</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>-3.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST7ST1</td>
<td>9.377</td>
<td>6.969</td>
<td>-26.557</td>
<td>7.399</td>
<td>1.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST8ST1</td>
<td>-2.068</td>
<td>-6.234</td>
<td>26.943</td>
<td>3.670</td>
<td>-3.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST9ST1</td>
<td>-3.917</td>
<td>15.336</td>
<td>5.708</td>
<td>6.006</td>
<td>-5.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST10ST1</td>
<td>-14.148</td>
<td>18.789</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>6.709</td>
<td>-5.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>17.817</td>
<td>2.642</td>
<td>-1.829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Pairwise coarse registration of (a) ST1-ST3 with lowest RMSE, (c) ST4-ST1 with large overlapping points, (b) ST8-ST1 with highest RMSE, and (d) ST1-ST9 with smallest overlapping.

shows the information about angular rotation and distance from source to target point cloud in order to align together. Study also shows that the distance between two point cloud affect the registration process (Weinmann, Weinmann, Hinz, & Jutzi, 2011). In conclusion, small distance are required to avoid large propagation of point cloud that can cause to higher distance error.

5.4 Data set II (Tawau Lighthouse)

Tinagat Lighthouse is another one century preserved building exist since 1916 located on an uneven surface of Mount Tinagat. Its takes about 20 minutes from centre of Tawau to reach to this building. This building was built by Chance Brothers and Company, a company based in Smethwick, West Midlands, United Kingdom. Its function is to provide the direction for ships during night (Ali, 2016). Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the actual structure of Tawau Lighthouse and the scan station locations respectively.

This historical building is cylindrical shape which give more challenge due to high degree of symmetry. This data set II provide us with lower overlapping point which is around ≈ 30%. The characteristic of white colour of this building effect the quality of scans data as the TLS measurement principle influence by light reflection (Soudarissanane, Lindenbergh, Menenti, & Teunissen, 2011). Nine stations is studied for influence by light reflection (Soudarissanane, Lindenbergh, Menenti, & Teunissen, 2011). Nine stations is studied for
Table 4 shows the result for data set II. The reference station ST6 was randomly chosen to register all station unlike data set I that was using the first station. This is due close distance of ST6 to the others station permits roughly aligned for all the point cloud (Broersen, Peters, & Ledoux, 2017). Aligning using ST6 to the others station permits roughly aligned for all the that was using the first station. This is due close distance of ST6 was randomly chosen to register all station unlike data set I. Table 4 shows the result for data set II. The reference station of keypoint has able to reduce failure in registration (Yang, Dong, Liang, & Liu, 2016). Here, the registration error occurs at building structure, with combination of using appropriate type algorithm still managed to find the best matching to register the registration occur at smallest overlapping point but the corresponding point pairs matching. Like this case, the success Good feature selection are essential factor to get high chance of probability of corresponding point in two overlapping point cloud.

Coarse registration preference more on high reliability of point between two point cloud for alignment (Pascal Willy Theiler, Wegner, & Schindler, 2015). This was proven by the registration success of ST6-ST8 with lowest overlapping point as shown in Fig.8 (a). Plus, due to relative orientation that are approximate to identity matrix did contribute to success of registration (Pavan & Dos Santos, 2017). The registration ST8-ST6 seem well align but not at the base part of the Lighthouse as shown in Fig.8 (b). Moreover, highest overlapping point ST2-ST6 as can be seen in Fig. 9 (a) produces less well registered compared to alternate scan pair ST6-ST2 as in Fig. 9 (b) where the body of the building are well aligned but required further fine alignment to exact match to small part of the lightning rod due to symmetrical issue. Hence, the error distance used to define the accuracy also contributes to probability of corresponding point in two overlapping point cloud.

Good feature selection are essential factor to get high chance of corresponding point pairs matching. Like this case, the success registration occur at smallest overlapping point but the algorithm still managed to find the best matching to register the pairs. High degree of symmetry case which commonly found in building structure, with combination of using appropriate type of keypoint has able to reduce failure in registration (Yang, Dong, Liang, & Liu, 2016). Here, the registration error occurs at the lightning rod part due to less data compared to overall surface of the lighthouse body. Average degree of rotation angle in this data are higher compared to data set I thus shows the higher propagation required by algorithm to do the aligning. The average results of transformation parameter also shows lower accuracy due to distance between two points are far compare to better alignment of previous data. Therefore, 3D Harris keypoint able to act as the suitable keypoint method in dealing with building structure data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan pairs</th>
<th>ω (°)</th>
<th>φ (°)</th>
<th>κ (°)</th>
<th>Tx (m)</th>
<th>Ty (m)</th>
<th>Tz (m)</th>
<th>Overlap (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST1</td>
<td>-1.554</td>
<td>1.416</td>
<td>-75.044</td>
<td>4.808</td>
<td>-4.194</td>
<td>4.200</td>
<td>35.884</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST2</td>
<td>-1.225</td>
<td>-2.350</td>
<td>-84.048</td>
<td>3.512</td>
<td>-2.052</td>
<td>3.014</td>
<td>33.200</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST3</td>
<td>-3.291</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>30.062</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-4.093</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>33.673</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST7</td>
<td>-1.813</td>
<td>-3.506</td>
<td>6.558</td>
<td>-2.173</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
<td>31.809</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST8</td>
<td>-1.622</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>23.899</td>
<td>-1.058</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>23.343</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST6-ST19</td>
<td>-9.894</td>
<td>16.397</td>
<td>-26.380</td>
<td>-12.404</td>
<td>1.982</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>36.286</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-3.233</td>
<td>2.302</td>
<td>-20.826</td>
<td>-1.168</td>
<td>-1.147</td>
<td>1.618</td>
<td>32.366</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST1-ST6</td>
<td>1.740</td>
<td>11.698</td>
<td>56.602</td>
<td>4.368</td>
<td>5.931</td>
<td>-1.055</td>
<td>40.739</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST2-ST6</td>
<td>-22.361</td>
<td>-7.755</td>
<td>-87.155</td>
<td>-5.514</td>
<td>-9.368</td>
<td>-1.610</td>
<td>44.115</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST3-ST6</td>
<td>2.802</td>
<td>-3.919</td>
<td>8.398</td>
<td>-3.827</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-1.807</td>
<td>31.904</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST7-ST6</td>
<td>-0.297</td>
<td>-6.800</td>
<td>23.311</td>
<td>1.046</td>
<td>-2.312</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>26.958</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST8-ST6</td>
<td>5.962</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>-36.964</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>-0.389</td>
<td>24.689</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST19-ST6</td>
<td>-3.432</td>
<td>-0.716</td>
<td>-32.738</td>
<td>5.381</td>
<td>-3.114</td>
<td>-4.158</td>
<td>27.276</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-2.598</td>
<td>-1.265</td>
<td>-11.425</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>-1.232</td>
<td>-1.499</td>
<td>32.613</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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